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Abstract: In order to overcome the problems of low precision and long time of 
data mining in traditional big data mining methods of consumer behaviour, a 
clustering analysis method for big data mining of e-commerce consumer 
behaviour is proposed. In this paper, the K-means algorithm is used to calculate 
the similarity of behaviour clustering nodes of fee payers, determine the 
clustering process of consumer behaviour data and determine the mining 
weight of behaviour data. According to the FCM clustering algorithm, the 
target function for data mining of e-commerce consumer behaviour is 
constructed. According to Lagrange multiplication, the membership degree of 
consumer behaviour data is obtained, and the big data mining of consumer 
behaviour in e-commerce is realised. The experimental results show that with 
the method proposed in this paper, when the number of consumers is 500, the 
time for big data mining of consumer behaviour is 15.6s and the accuracy of 
behaviour big data mining is 95.34%. 
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1 Introduction 

The rapid development of network technology has led to the generation of a lot of data, 
and the emergence of shopping software such as Taobao, Jingdong, and pinduoduo 
makes online sales more common, and makes the development of e-commerce industry 
more rapid (Pb and Ip, 2020; Jiang et al., 2019; Khani et al., 2021). In response to this 
phenomenon, how to analyse the behaviour of e-commerce users through the big data of 
e-commerce consumer behaviour, obtain the characteristic attributes of the data, and 
realise the accurate prediction of user consumption tendency? (Doryab et al., 2019) 
Relevant scholars have made some progress by using various technologies. 
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Wei and Wang (2019) proposed an e-commerce user behaviour analysis method. By 
collecting big data of user consumption behaviour on online shopping platform, single 
factor and multi factor were used to obtain user behaviour probability and user attribute 
characteristics; user operation mode was used to obtain commodity cost performance 
attribute characteristics, and K-means method was used to calculate user behaviour 
probability and consumption demand characteristics, In terms of the analysis of  
e-commerce user behaviour characteristics, this method can obtain more accurate user 
characteristics, but the accuracy of user consumption behaviour mining is poor. Liu and 
Zhang (2019) obtained the user behaviour data of e-commerce platform and analysed the 
product features of e-commerce users by the data mining method, eliminated the 
redundant features of user consumption behaviour by data processing technology, made 
word frequency statistics of e-commerce users’ consumption behaviour by text analysis 
method, obtained and classified the differentiated features of consumption behaviour, 
This method can help accurately realise the user demand analysis, but it takes a long time 
to mine the user’s consumption behaviour. Li et al. (2019a) proposed a mining and 
analysis method for poor students’ consumption big data. They obtained the consumption 
data of poor students through big data, used data mining method to collect consumption 
data features, built a shared data warehouse for poor students’ consumption big data, 
designed consumption feature mining workflow, and realised intelligent decision-making 
and consumption mining analysis, But the recall rate of this method is not good. 

In order to solve the problems of the above methods, this paper proposes a big data 
mining method of e-commerce consumer behaviour based on cluster analysis. The 
specific research ideas are as follows: 

Firstly, the K-means algorithm is used to determine the similarity of clustering nodes, 
and the clustering process of e-commerce consumer behaviour data is given; 

Secondly, K-means clustering analysis method is used to obtain the attributes of  
e-commerce consumer behaviour data and determine the weight of consumer behaviour 
data. 

Then, the FCM clustering algorithm is used to construct the objective function of  
e-commerce consumer behaviour data mining, and the membership degree of consumer 
behaviour data is obtained by Lagrange multiplication to realise e-commerce consumer 
behaviour big data mining. 

Finally, through the relevant experiments, e-commerce consumer behaviour big data 
mining experiments are carried out, and conclusions are drawn and summarised in the 
full text. 

2 Clustering method of consumer behaviour data based on K-means 
algorithm 

2.1 K-means clustering analysis 

The k-means algorithm is used to divide the data into k sets according to the given K 
value, that is, the number of clusters to be divided in advance, which is also called cluster 
(Sarker, 2019; Li et al., 2019b, 2020; Sun et al., 2020; Desai et al., 2021). The basic 
process of K-means algorithm is shown in Figure 1. For a data set containing x elements, 
a constant K should be given first, and the value of K is the number of clusters generated 
by the final clustering. Among all the elements, k elements should be found randomly 
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and set as the initial cluster centre. Then, the distance between each element and the  
pre-selected cluster centre is calculated and compared one by one, and the element is 
divided into the cluster where the nearest cluster centre is located. After calculating and 
dividing clusters, the centre of the new cluster is calculated again to find the new cluster 
centre, and then the above steps are repeated to transform the cluster centre and cluster; 
When the cluster centre is no longer updated, that is, all clusters are fixed and no longer 
changed, then the clustering process ends. The clustering process of consumer behaviour 
data is shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 Consumer behaviour data clustering process 
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Analysis of Figure 1 shows that the process of consumer behaviour data mining using  
k-means algorithm is as follows: 

• Input: a collection of D consumer behaviour data elements. The K-means clustering 
method is used to determine the number of clusters. 

• Output: a collection of K cluster consumer behaviour data elements. 
1 Select K elements and use cluster analysis method to select the cluster centre of 

D data elements. 
2 Calculate the weight of different consumer behaviour data elements, get the 

consumer behaviour data cluster centre, get the new cluster of consumer 
behaviour characteristics, and then recalculate the consumer behaviour big data 
cluster centre. 

3 Repeat. 
4 When the consumer behaviour big data cluster centre is constant, the weight 

calculation process of behaviour big data element partition is ended. 

2.2 Clustering of consumer behaviour big data 

By calculating the similarity of consumer behaviour big data features, K-means clustering 
operation is used to solve the centre distance of consumer behaviour data cluster. 

Suppose that the consumer behaviour big data set N contains n elements, namely  
N = {a1, a2,…, ai,…an}, and each consumer behaviour big data set has n attribute 
characteristics of consumer behaviour data, ai = {pi1, pi2,…, pij,… pin}, the data in the 
above two sets are continuous (Shuvo et al., 2019; Mwansa et al., 2020; Ziaei-Bideh and 
Namakshenas-Jahromi, 2020; Gokulapriya and Kumar, 2020). In order to obtain the 
correlation between different consumer behaviour data ae and at, we can calculate the 
physical distance Dist(ae, at) of consumer behaviour data, and use the physical distance 
value to judge the similarity of consumer behaviour big data. The large the physical 
distance of different consumer behaviour data, the less similarity between the consumer 
behaviour data ae and at. The smaller the Dist(ae, at) value of consumer behaviour data, 
the greater the similarity between ae and at. In this case, the formula for the physical 
distance Dist(ae, at) of behaviour data is: 

( ) ( )n 2
e t er trr 1

Dist a ,a a a
=

= −  (1) 

When the similarity of ae and at is large, the Mahatma distance is used to calculate the 
weight distance of different consumer behaviour data: 

( )e t e1 t1 e2 t2 en tnDist a ,a a a a a a a= − + − + + −…  (2) 

When the similarity of ae and at is small, the Minkowski distance is used to calculate the 
similarity of clustering nodes of different consumer behaviour data: 

( ) ( )n dde t er trr 1
Dist a ,a a a

=
= −  (3) 
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At this time, the k-means algorithm is used to calculate the similarity of consumer 
behaviour clustering nodes to obtain the attributes of consumer behaviour data, so as to 
determine the weight of behaviour data mining. 

3 E-commerce consumer behaviour big data mining based on cluster 
analysis 

In order to realise the accurate mining of big data of e-commerce consumer behaviour 
and improve the feature mining of consumer behaviour big data, based on Section 2, this 
paper conducts the clustering selection of consumer behaviour feature data points, and 
uses FCM clustering method to obtain e-commerce consumer behaviour node clustering 
degree function (Wu et al., 2020; Qian and Zhou, 2019; Zhao and Xu, 2019). 

It is assumed that the data set of e-commerce consumer behaviour big data samples is 
represented by X = {x1, x2,… xn}, and data attributes are divided by FCM clustering 
analysis. When the corresponding e-commerce consumer behaviour is obtained according 
to the feature type, there are c class centres, and C exist in total. In these consumer 
behaviour big data samples, μji is used to represent the membership of the i data in class j 
(Sotomayor-Bonilla et al., 2021). At this time, the constraint conditions of the mining 
function Jm and its mining function of consumer behaviour big data target are as follows: 

C n 2m
m j jiji 1 j 1

J μ X c
= =

= −   (4) 

C
iji 1

μ 1, j 1,2,.., n
=

= ∀ =  (5) 

In formula (4), c is used to represent the number of consumer behaviour big data feature 
categories, and 1 < c < n; X is used to represent the number of samples in the consumer 
behaviour data, and μji is used to represent the membership degree of the jth sample of the 
consumer behaviour big data to the ith class, and 0 ≤ μji ≤ 1; m is the smoothing index of 
the objective function of behavioural big data, m ≥ 1; cj is the clustering centre of 
behavioural big data set; |Xj – cj|2 is used to represent the error measure of consumer 
behaviour characteristics. In order to reduce the error of consumer behaviour big data 
feature mining, FCM clustering is used to obtain the square value of error, and Lagrange 
multiplication is used to cluster the consumer behaviour feature data points. 

( ) ( )c n C C2
ji j i 1 ij n ini 1 j 1 i 1 i 1

J μ X C λ μ 1 λ μ 1
= = = =

= − + − + + −   …  (6) 

The membership degree of consumer behaviour characteristics is obtained by data 
derivation, and the weight value is: 

2
m 1C j i

ij k 1 j k

X c
μ

X C

 − 
 − 

=

 − 
=   − 
  (7) 

At the same time, we use the function derivation to obtain the consumer behaviour big 
data mining function, and get the formula (8): 
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( )n m
j ijj 1

i n m
ijj 1

x μ
c

μ
=

=

=



 (8) 

The analysis of formula (7) and formula (8) shows that when the smoothing index of 
consumer behaviour target mining function is m → 1, the fuzzy effect of consumer 
behaviour feature mining function will gradually weaken with FCM clustering analysis 
method; When the smooth index m of the consumer behaviour target mining function is  
m = 1, the consumer behaviour feature mining function becomes K-means clustering 
analysis algorithm. Therefore, it is necessary to constrain the value of the smoothing 
index m of the objective mining function, and under this constraint, the big data mining 
function of consumer behaviour is obtained, and the final big data mining result of 
consumer behaviour is obtained. 

4 Experiment 

4.1 Experimental scheme design 

This paper uses MATLAB software to process the big data of e-commerce users’ 
consumption behaviour, and uses Windows 7 as the operating system. The e-commerce 
consumption data used in the experiment comes from the user data of an app. In order to 
improve the effectiveness and accuracy of the experimental results, it is necessary to 
remove the redundant consumption characteristics of users, realise data feature filtering 
and empty data removal. This paper uses the methods of Wei and Wang (2019), Liu and 
Zhang (2019), Li et al. (2019a) and this paper to analyse 50 groups of consumer 
behaviour data of e-commerce users, separately and carry out experimental verification. 

4.2 Experimental index 

1 Data mining time of consumer behaviour in E-commerce. 

 E-commerce consumer behaviour data mining time can reflect the efficiency of  
e-commerce consumer behaviour data mining. The shorter the time of e-commerce 
consumer behaviour data mining, the higher the efficiency of e-commerce consumer 
behaviour data mining. On the contrary, the longer the consumer behaviour data 
mining time, the lower the efficiency of e-commerce consumer behaviour data 
mining. 

2 Accuracy of big data mining on consumer behaviour. 

 The accuracy of behaviour big data mining reflects the effect of different methods on 
e-commerce consumer behaviour data mining. A higher accuracy of behaviour big 
data mining indicates better effect of behaviour data mining. On the contrary, a lower 
accuracy of behaviour big data mining indicates worse effect of behaviour data 
mining. 
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3 Consumer behaviour big data mining recall. 

 The higher the recall rate of consumer behaviour big data mining, the better the 
effect of consumer behaviour big data mining. On the contrary, the higher the recall 
rate of consumer behaviour big data mining, the worse the effect of consumer 
behaviour big data mining. 

4.3 Result analysis 

4.3.1 Data mining time 
In order to verify the efficiency of e-commerce consumer behaviour big data mining 
under different methods, this paper detects the mining time of the methods of Wei and 
Wang (2019), Liu and Zhang (2019), Li et al. (2019a) and this paper in mining  
e-commerce consumer behaviour big data. The results of big data mining of e-commerce 
consumer behaviour with different methods are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 E-commerce consumer behaviour big data mining time 

Number of 
consumers/person 

E-commerce consumer behaviour big data mining time/s 
Wei and Wang 
(2019) method 

Liu and Zhang 
(2019) method 

Li et al. (2019a) 
method The method 

100 56.5 54.8 66.2 6.8 
200 89.65 99.7 96.4 8.8 
300 167.5 173.2 165.7 10.3 
400 187.6 197.3 187.2 12.6 
500 226.8 215.2 267.3 15.6 
600 266.2 287.4 299.3 17.0 
700 316.7 322.5 352.9 19.5 
800 387.4 369.3 401.6 20.8 
Mean value 212.3 214.9 229.6 13.9 

According to the analysis of Table 1, the mining time of e-commerce consumer 
behaviour big data is different under different methods. When the number of consumers 
is 100, the time of e-commerce consumer behaviour big data mining of Wei and Wang 
(2019) method is 56.5s, the time of e-commerce consumer behaviour big data mining of 
literature [6] method is 54.8s, the time of e-commerce consumer behaviour big data 
mining of Li et al. (2019a) method is 66.2s, and the time of e-commerce consumer 
behaviour big data mining of this method is 6.8s. When the number of consumers is 500, 
the time of e-commerce consumer behaviour big data mining of Wei and Wang (2019) 
method is 226.8s, the time of e-commerce consumer behaviour big data mining of Liu 
and Zhang (2019) method is 215.2s, the time of e-commerce consumer behaviour big 
data mining of Li et al. (2019a) method is 267.3s, and the time of e-commerce consumer 
behaviour big data mining of this method is 15.6s. The time of e-commerce consumer 
behaviour big data mining of this method is far less than other methods, which shows that 
the efficiency of this method is higher. 
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4.3.2 Behavioural big data mining accuracy 
In order to verify the accuracy of e-commerce consumer behaviour big data mining under 
different methods, the methods of Wei and Wang (2019), Liu and Zhang (2019), Li et al. 
(2019a) and this paper are used to test the accuracy of e-commerce consumer behaviour 
big data mining. The comparison results of the four methods are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2 Precision of behavioural big data mining 

Number of 
consumers/person 

Precision of big data mining for consumer behaviour in e-commerce/% 
Wei and Wang 
(2019) method 

Liu and Zhang 
(2019) method 

Li et al. (2019a) 
method The method 

100 82.32 87.87 85.43 99.80 
200 80.54 85.90 83.00 98.25 
300 78.77 82.42 81.65 98.06 
400 75.66 79.32 75.43 96.93 
500 72.52 72.32 73.21 95.34 
600 68.54 70.26 70.66 94.65 
700 62.22 65.66 68.96 93.92 
800 58.39 62.44 76.43 93.28 
Mean value 72.37 75.77 76.85 96.28 

According to Table 2, the accuracy of e-commerce consumer behaviour big data mining 
is found in different methods. When the number of consumers is 300, 78.77% of the 
accuracy of e-commerce consumer behaviour big data mining in the method of Wei and 
Wang (2019), 82.42% of the accuracy of e-commerce consumer behaviour big data 
mining in Liu and Zhang (2019), 81.65% of the accuracy of e-commerce consumer 
behaviour big data mining in document (Li et al., 2019a). The accuracy of the method is 
98.06% of the accuracy of big data mining of e-commerce consumer behaviour. When 
the number of consumers is 800, the accuracy of e-commerce consumer behaviour big 
data mining in Wei and Wang (2019) method is 58.39%, that of the method of Liu and 
Zhang (2019) is 62.44%, and 76.43% of the accuracy of e-commerce consumer 
behaviour big data mining in document (Li et al., 2019a). The accuracy of the method is 
93.28%. The accuracy of big data mining of consumer behaviour in this method is 
significantly higher than that of other methods. It shows that the accuracy of behaviour 
big data mining is high. 

4.3.3 Behavioural big data mining recall rate 
In order to verify the recall rate of behaviour big data mining under different methods, the 
methods of Wei and Wang (2019), Liu and Zhang (2019), Li et al. (2019a) and this paper 
are used to test the recall rate of e-commerce consumer behaviour big data mining. The 
results of different methods are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3 E-commerce consumer behaviour big data mining recall rate 

Consumer 
behaviour 
characteristic data 
volume/GB 

E-commerce consumer behaviour big data mining recall rate/% 

Wei and Wang 
(2019) method 

Liu and Zhang 
(2019) method 

Li et al. (2019a) 
method The method 

100 67.8 87.2 87.4 98.6 
200 78.4 76.3 88.2 99.5 
300 67.3 69.5 83.6 97.3 
400 78.3 76.3 83.2 99.4 
500 76.3 76.3 88.5 97.5 
600 62.1 66.7 73.2 96.3 
700 54.3 68.5 55.3 95.4 
800 58.5 74.3 65.7 92.6 
Mean value 67.9 74.4 78.1 97.2 

Analysis of Table 3 shows that the recall rate of e-commerce consumer behaviour big 
data mining is different under different methods. When the amount of consumer 
behaviour characteristic data is 200GB, the recall rate of e-commerce consumer 
behaviour big data mining based on Wei and Wang (2019), Liu and Zhang (2019), Li  
et al. (2019a) is 78.4%, 76.3%, and 88.2%, respectively, and the recall rate of the method 
proposed in this paper is 99.5%. When the amount of consumer behaviour characteristic 
data is 800GB, the recall rate of e-commerce consumer behaviour big data mining based 
on Wei and Wang (2019), Liu and Zhang (2019), Li et al. (2019a) is 58.5%, 74.3%, and 
65.7%, respectively, and the recall rate of the method proposed in this paper is 92.6%. 
This method proposed in this paper always has a high recall rate of e-commerce 
consumer behaviour big data mining, which shows that the data mining ability of this 
method is strong. 

5 Conclusions 

This paper proposes an e-commerce consumer behaviour big data mining method based 
on cluster analysis, which uses k-means cluster analysis to obtain consumer behaviour 
data attributes, and constructs behaviour data mining objective functions according to 
FCM clustering algorithm; according to Lagrange, the daily multiplication method is 
used to obtain the membership degree of consumer behaviour data, and realise the big 
data mining of e-commerce consumer behaviour. The following conclusions are drawn 
through experiments: 

1 When the number of consumers is 500, the e-commerce consumer behaviour big data 
mining method in this paper takes 15.6s, suggesting that the consumer behaviour big 
data mining method proposed in this paper is more efficient. 

2 When the number of consumers is 800, the accuracy of big data mining of  
e-commerce consumer behaviour proposed in this paper is 93.28%, suggesting that 
the behavioural big data mining method of this paper has high accuracy. 
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3 When the amount of consumer behaviour characteristic data is 800GB, the recall rate 
of the large data mining of e-commerce consumer behaviour proposed in this paper 
is 92.6%, suggesting that the data mining ability of the method proposed in this 
paper is strong. 
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